
We try our best to accurately present to you the Rav's words. Accuracy can sometimes get lost in the

transition from spoken to written word. We would like to thank HaRav Nebenzahl for allowing us to

send you this sicha without his first reviewing it. Although it does expedite matters in getting this

sicha out to you, it does mean that if there is anything in the sicha that may not be understood, the

fault is with us and not with HaRav Nebenzahl.

The Rav asks that his and other Divrei Torah are not read during Tefillah or the Rabbi's sermon.

Shabbat Shalom,

Nehemiah Klein

The Yeshiva  would  like  to  express  its  gratitude  to  Richard and  Anita  Grossman for  their  ongoing

support  for  the  Yeshiva  in  general  and  specifically  our  computer  center.   This  enables  us  to

communicate this sicha to you each week - "lehagdil Torah ulehaadira".

PARSHAT BEHAR 5776

"LET YOUR BROTHER LIVE WITH YOU"

The Torah states: "let your brother live with you" (Vayikra 25:36). We find a dispute between R'

Akiva and Ben Peturah regarding the following case: two people were walking in a desert and only

one of them has a bottle of water, enough for only one person. Ben Peturah is of the opinion that

they should each drink half of the bottle even though there is not sufficient water for either of them

and both will eventually die, while R' Akiva is of the opinion that the one with the bottle should drink

the entire bottle so that at least he will live. R' Akiva emphasizes that the Torah states: "let your

brother live with you", first and foremost you shall live, only then must you worry about your fellow

Jew.

How are we to understand the view of Ben Peturah - perhaps neither should drink and after one dies,

the one who outlives him would be able to drink the water, why put themselves in a situation where

certainly both will die. Perhaps withholding drink from oneself is a form of self-murder or suicide.

This means that just as one may not murder his fellow by drinking his water, he may not murder

himself by withholding water from himself. Rather each of them drink whatever they can even if in

the end neither will survive.

Perhaps we can relate this dispute to a dispute found in the Mishnah. A shelamim-offering requires

two sprinkling of blood while a bechor animal being offered requires one sprinkling. What would be if

the  two  receptacles  of  blood  became  unintentionally  mixed  together  such  that  one  basin  now

contains a mixture of shelamim and bechor blood. R' Eliezer is of the opinion that two sprinklings

should be performed in deference to the shelamim while R' Yehoshua is of the opinion that only one

application should be performed in deference to the bechor aspect of the combination.
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R' Eliezer who requires two applications of blood reasons that a single application will result in a

violation of "bal tigra" - giving less than what the Torah requires with regards to the Shelamim. R'

Yehoshua who requires only one application reasons that two applications would result in a violation

of "bal tosif" - adding to a mitzvah, with regards to the bechor. It is prohibited to add to what the

Torah has commanded and it is also prohibited to detract the question is which takes precedence in

case of a conflict. Perhaps this dispute is related to the above question.

We see that the prohibition of "lo tirtzach", one shall not murder involves not only active murder but

refraining from helping another as well if this would cost him his life. A Jew must live his life doing

whatever he can for his fellow Jew. A doctor who is able to save a patient and refrains from doing so

is guilty of  spilling blood. In the laws of Shabbos there is a concept known as "davar she-eino

miskavein" - one who wishes to perform a permitted act and there is a chance but it is not definite

that the act  may incidentally result  in  violation  of  a prohibition.  R'  Shimon rules that one may

perform the permitted act and need not concern himself with the fact that a prohibited act may

incidentally take place.

Would R' Shimon rule the same way with regards to prohibition against murder? Can I thrown stones

out of the window even though there is a chance that a fellow Jew may walk by and the stones may

land on his head and kill him? Would this come under the category of "davar she-eino miskavein"?

The answer is that when it comes to the life of a fellow Jew there is no permission based on davar

she-eino msikavein. In fact I may not throw stones if there is an outside chance that it may damage

his animal or his property.

R' Akiva is of the opinion that one's own life takes precedence over another's. It is one's life which

takes precedence not one's convenience. It is incumbent upon us to do whatever we can to save the

life of our fellow Jew. An interesting question was posed to the Radvaz. A ruler approached a Jew

and said: "either let me cut off your finger or I will kill that other Jew." The Radvaz ruled that if there

was an imminent danger in cutting off the finger then clearly the Jew is not obligated to permit the

ruler to cut it off. If, however, there is no danger then one is not obligated to give any part of his

body but one who does so has fulfilled a great mitzvah. Today there is much discussion regarding

kidney donations. Perhaps we can apply the same rule - there is no obligation to do so but one who

has done so has fulfilled a great mitzvah.

The Torah commands us: "ve-ahavta lere-acha kamocha" - love your fellow as yourself. We must do

for our fellow Jew whatever we would do for ourselves. Perhaps we need not go so far as to give a

kidney but we must do whatever we can to save the life of a fellow Jew. Furthermore, just as we

would work hard to safeguard our own possessions, we must work hard to protect the possessions of

a fellow Jew. Whatever a person would do for himself he must do for his fellow.

When Hashem wished to give  the  Torah to  the Jewish nation,  he  first  asked the other nations

whether  they  would  accept  the  Torah.  Each  of  the  nations  wished  to  first  ascertain  what  was

contained in the Torah and one of the nations refused to accept the Torah due to the prohibition of

"lo tirzach" "you shall not murder". My father-in-law asked - my father-in-law wondered why "lo

tirtzach" was a reason not  to accept  the Torah,  after  all  they were already commanded not to

murder as this is one of the seven Noachide laws. If they are anyhow commanded not to murder

why should the Torah stating so be of any significance to them.

My father-in-law explained that "lo  tirzach"  relating to a Jew is  more severe than relating to a

non-Jew. The Gemara even says that shaming another person is tantamount to murder and that one

should rather die than publicly shame a fellow Jew. While this is not the halachic ruling it gives us

indication as to the severity of it. Furthermore, one is guilty of murdering a fellow Jew by abstaining

from coming to his aid. Thus we see that murder with regards to Jews is far more severe and this is

what the other nations feared.
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